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Abstract 

Defective seals in packaged products can result in loss of contents through spillage, unsightly or dirty 
packaging, and, more seriously, potential fouling or contamination of contents due to entry of air or 

bacteria. Even if not obvious or visible to the eye, compromised package integrity may lead eventually 

to significant deterioration in product quality, function or safety, all of which can lead to customers’ 
complaints. Typical packaging failure rates in the industry can be as high as 1-3% depending on package 

type and size. This is an ongoing industry-wide problem for which no immediate solution has been 

identified. Optical coherence tomography (OCT) uses backscattered light to provide cross-sectional 
images of micro-layers of tissues and other samples. OCT is akin to “optical ultrasound” in its utilising 

light waves instead of sound waves for image acquisition, and has become established as an imaging 

modality for clinical fields such as ophthalmology, cardiology and dermatology. As a relatively new 

NDT technique for non-biomedical applications, OCT might be suitable for assessment of seal integrity 
by identifying potential leak points via recovering and analysing internal layer geometry of laminates 

used in the seal. An OCT system (Lumedica OQ Labscope) using broadband light of 840 nm centre 

wavelength and capable of attaining depth resolution of 7 µm and lateral resolution of 15 µm has been 
used to detect defects in transparent plastic seals. The seals contain defects produced by tungsten wires 

of diameters ranging from 15 to 100 µm. Our results show that OCT has the capability to detect 

artificially created seal defects which are as small as 15 µm in height. OCT has detected each and every 

defect successfully, suggesting the high accuracy and reliability of OCT as a non-destructive method of 
seal inspection. Structural details of the seal defect have also been revealed by OCT. However, it should 

be noted that OCT is an indirect method of detecting seal leaks and that a structural defect in a seal does 

not equate to a leak necessarily.  
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1 Introduction 

The fast moving consumer goods (FMCG) sector uses a wide variety of filling and packaging machines 

including vertical form-fill-seal (VFFS) and horizontal flow machines to create, fill and seal an 

extensive spectrum of package types (sachets, pouches, pillow packs, stick packs) in wide-spread range 

of sizes containing products in powder, liquid, paste or gel formats. The main function of packaging is 

to protect a product from environmental influences and to ensure its quality and safety throughout the 

distribution chain and during shelf life. [1] 

Defective seals in packaged products can result in loss of contents through spillage, unsightly or dirty 

packaging, and, more seriously, potential fouling or contamination of contents due to entry of air or 

bacteria. Even if not obvious or visible to the eye, compromised package integrity may lead eventually 
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to significant deterioration in product quality, function or safety, all of which can lead to customers’ 

complaints.  

Flexible packaging film comprises a number of layers in different materials that contribute to different 

aspects of the functionality of the package (e.g. print layer, sealant layer, barrier layer). Package 

contents can be powder, liquid or solid. Leakage can be categorised as gross leaks (generally 50 microns 

and above) and micro leaks (typically in the range of 10-50 microns). Packages that are formed inline 

as they are filled rely on the seals created to encapsulate the content and to generate the overall 

packaging. Typical packaging failure rates can be as high as 1-3% depending on package type and size. 

This is an ongoing industry-wide problem for which no immediate solution has been identified despite 

some limited research in leak detection conducted over the years [2][3].  

Optical coherence tomography (OCT) uses backscattered light to provide cross-sectional images of 

micro-layers of tissues and other samples. At the heart of an OCT system is a low-coherence 

interferometer which splits broadband light into two paths – one path acting as the reference uses a 

mirror to reflect the light at a known path length while the other path is the sample to be imaged. The 

presence or absence of light reflected from a depth corresponding to the path length set by the reference 

mirror gives rise to the presence or absence of detected interference [4][5]. Therefore, OCT is akin to 

“optical ultrasound” in its utilising light waves instead of sound waves for image acquisition. Over the 

years OCT has become established as an imaging modality for clinical fields such as ophthalmology, 

cardiology and dermatology [6]. As a relatively new NDT technique for non-biomedical applications, 

OCT might be suitable for assessment of seal integrity by identifying potential leak points via 

recovering and analysing internal layer geometry of laminates used in the seal. 

2 Materials and Methods 

2.1 Creation of Defects in Seal Samples 

The material chosen for creating packaging seal samples was linear low-density polyethylene (LLDPE) 

which is a transparent and flexible thermoplastic polymer commonly used in the FMCG industry. 

Defects were then created in these packaging seal samples via the tungsten wire method as described 

below: 

• Power up the Labthink heat sealer tester and set temperature to 112°C.  

• Allow equipment to warm up for 5 – 10 minutes 

• Set clamping duration to 5 sec and pressure to 400 kPa 

• Test pressure by pressing test 

• Release by pressing back 

• Prepare package to be sealed – remove foreign material within sealing region. (clean package 

by wiping with wet followed by dry cloth) 
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• Place required sealing area into sealing jaws and press the run button or step on foot pedal to 

activate sealing jaw 

• Repeat for all edges (minus one) 

• Before last seal, insert content of choice (powder / liquid / air) into the package.  

• Use tape to hold tungsten wire in place 

• Prop open package (if containing only air)  

• Seal the last edge with the wire positioned in-between 

• Cut excess seal, ensuring wire is not damaged and pull wire out of seal after allowing for cool-
down 

• Test in Oxipack vacuum decay tester to validate presence of defect 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1: A typical packaging seal sample with a 20-µm defect created via tungsten wire method 

Tungsten wire diameters ranging from 15 to 100 µm were used for this study. A typical defective seal 

sample is shown in Figure 1. 

2.2 OCT System 

The packaging seal samples were inspected via an OCT system, OQ Labscope (Lumedica, North 

Carolina, USA) which is a spectral-domain based OCT. It uses broadband light from a superluminescent 

LED of centre wavelength 840 nm and is capable of attaining resolution of 7 µm and 15 µm in the depth 

and transverse directions respectively. The OCT system is able to acquire images of 512 x 512 pixels 

at an optical-signal-to-noise ratio (OSNR) sensitivity of 100 dB. Post-processing of images can be 

performed via software such as ImageJ if necessary. 

3 Results and Discussion 

3.1 OCT Imaging of Seal Samples 

The defects in the initial batch of LLDPE seal samples filled with air (i.e. no packaged content) can be 

unambiguously detected by OCT with a 10x objective lens. However, these defects exhibit a rather 

high aspect ratio (lateral dimension to height dimension) of ~4 to 7, as shown in Figure 2 and Table 1. 

  

20 µm 
defect 
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Figure 2: OCT images (using 10x objective lens, horizontal scan width 0.5) show defects created with high 

aspect ratio in LLDPE samples A1 to A4   

 
 

Sample Diameter of tungsten wire used 

for defect creation (µm) 

Defect height 

(µm) 

Defect width 

(µm) 

Aspect Ratio 

(width / height) 

A1 20 22.7 94.6 4.2 

A2 20 18.3 129.4 7.1 

A3 15 20.4 95.3 4.7 

A4 20 (defect is partial and does not 

traverse the entire seal) 

26.1 132.4 5.1 

Table 1: Defect dimensions in A1 to A4 as determined from OCT images via ImageJ scaled by seal thickness 

(196 µm) measured by micrometer screw gauge 

The high aspect ratio in this initial batch of samples is not likely to be representative of real packaging 

seal defects. When the focusing depth of OCT is placed at the top or bottom LLDPE layer of the seal, 

the defect is imaged as a white, laterally elongated shape. However, by changing the OCT focusing 

depth to be at the seal interface (i.e. gap between the top and bottom LLDPE layers), a darker “hole” 

within the defect can be revealed, as seen in Figure 3. Based on calibration with the seal thickness of 

196 µm as measured by a micrometer screw gauge, the dimensions of the darker “hole” are ~20-30 µm. 

This suggests that the seal defect is structured as a hole within 2 partially bonded LLDPE surfaces, 

which is plausible when we consider the microscopic images, such as in Figure 3.  

It is also noted that using tungsten wire of 15µm diameter does not produce consistently a smaller defect 

than a wire of 20µm diameter and that OCT can still detect the partial defect that does not traverse the 
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entire seal in sample A4. Subsequently, by optimising the heat sealer parameters and wire extraction 

conditions, the bonding between the 2 LLDPE layers was improved, which led to production of defects 

with lower aspect ratio of ~1-2 in latter batches of seal samples, as shown in Figure 4 and Table 2. 

Figure 3: A darker “hole” within the defect can be seen in the OCT image (LEFT) by adjusting the focusing 
depth to be at the seal interface between the 2 LLDPE layers, and this finding is supported by the microscopic 

image of a separate cut sample (RIGHT).  

 

Figure 4: OCT images (using 10x objective lens, horizontal scan width 0.9) show defects created with low 

aspect ratio in LLDPE samples S1 to S3 

 

Sample Diameter of tungsten wire 

used for defect creation (µm) 

Defect height 

(µm) 

Defect width 

(µm) 

Aspect Ratio 

(width / height) 

S1 20 26.1 42.8 1.6 

S2 20 25.6 13.8 0.5 

S3 20 25.9 34.6 1.3 

Table 2: Defect dimensions in S1 to S3 as determined from OCT images via ImageJ scaled by seal thickness 

(196 µm) measured by micrometer screw gauge 

To investigate the performance of OCT in detecting defects of different sizes, a range of defect sizes 

produced by tungsten wire diameters of 15, 25, 35, 40, 50, 75 and 100 µm was imaged (refer to Figure 

5 and Table 3). The defect height can deviate significantly from the wire diameter (difference ranging 

from -31% to +37%). For defects created by larger wire diameters such as 75 µm and 100 µm, it is 

likely that the surrounding material caves in partially into the large hole after the wire extraction, 

resulting in a defect height significantly smaller than expected. 

The aspect ratio of these defects shows a wide variation from 1.2 to 4.4, which might be attributed to 

the difficulty in achieving ideal experimental conditions every time during the defect creation. It should 
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be highlighted that the results obtained so far are based on a limited number of experimental samples, 

and that there is some potential error due to subjective judgement in the ImageJ-based measurement 

method as a way of quantifying the defect dimensions.  

Figure 5: OCT images of defects produced by tungsten wires of diameters ranging from 15 to 100 µm in 

LLDPE samples (labels indicate diameter of wire used to create defect) 

 

 

Diameter of tungsten 

wire used for defect 

creation (µm) 

Defect height (µm), with 

% Variation from Wire Diameter 

Defect width 

(µm) 

Aspect Ratio 

(width / height) 

15 20.6 (+37%) 50.9 2.5 

25 28.9 (+15.6%) 42.5 1.5 

35 39.8 (+13.7%) 158.4 4.0 

40 44.5 (+11.3%) 51.7 1.2 

50 42.3 (-15.4%) 85.6 2.0 

75 59.3 (-20.9%) 198.2 3.3 

100 68.7 (-31.3%) 301.8 4.4 

Table 3: Dimensions of defects produced by tungsten wires of various diameters, determined from OCT images 

via ImageJ 

3.2 Defect Detection Limit and OCT Resolution 

Our experiments have demonstrated clearly OCT’s capability in detection of seal defects. The defect 

appears as a distinct region of relative brightness against the dark background and depending on the 

depth of focus, the outlines of the defect can vary from blurred to reasonably sharp. The OCT results 

can be affected by the manual flattening and stretching of sample during image acquisition (which is an 

important consideration for future development of OCT application).  

The experiments have also showed that a defect detection limit of 15 µm exists for the height of seal 

defect. Technically this detection limit can go down to 7 µm based on our OCT equipment’s 

specification of axial resolution. For the width of seal defect, it is challenging to achieve a similar 

detection limit due to experimental conditions such as good tuning of focusing depth, as well as the 

OCT equipment’s limitation of lateral resolution at 15 µm. However, in the context of evaluating seal 

defects, the axial and lateral resolutions discussed herein are acceptable. 
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4 Conclusions 

It has been shown in this study that OCT has the capability to detect artificially created seal defects as 

small as 15 µm in height. In our experiments so far, OCT has detected each and every defect 

successfully, suggesting the high accuracy and reliability of OCT as a non-destructive method of seal 

inspection. Structural details of the seal defect have also been revealed by OCT. However, it should be 

noted that OCT is an indirect method of detecting seal leaks and that a structural defect in a seal does 

not equate to a leak necessarily. Manual flattening and stretching of seal samples during image 

acquisition can affect the OCT results and this should be an important consideration for the next phase 

of development in OCT applications for seal inspection. 
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